
Year 1 Willaston Weekly Distance Learning After Easter WB 25.5.20

Daily Reading Ensure your child reads everyday. Please access Oxford Owls for your books as they are similar to the Guided Reading books that we send home every week. https://

www.oxfordowl.co.uk/for-home/library-page?view=details&query=&type=book&age_group=&book=&book_type=Fiction&series=Read+Write+Inc.   
Practice reading real and fake words by playing this pirate game called buried treasure on phonics play. https://new.phonicsplay.co.uk it is free during home learning time - use phase 4 and 
upwards.  
** Challenge by choice! - I have attached some RWI phonics books for you to read independently or with your grown up. You can choose the mild spice, Medium 
Spice or super spicy reading :) 

Writing Tasks - Write about treasure.  

* As we have been learning all about Pirates this half term - we now know that 
pirates are mad about treasure!  

* I would like you to think of something you treasure. What do you love the 
most? 

* I treasure my family and friends. I love the way they are always there for me 
to talk to and know how best to make me laugh.  

* Can you write about what you treasure most.  
* Don’t forget to write in full sentences, capital letters, finger spaces, full 

stops and any exciting adjectives in there always make your writing exciting.  
* Use the template attached or make your own. 

Phonics - please watch https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UCo7fbLgY2oA_cFCIg9GdxtQ 
This is the Phonics channel on you tube and this is how I would teach phonics in school 
Your child can watch this from 9am - 10:30 with the different speed sounds lessons I 
would recommend set 2 and set 3 sounds. 
This week we are going to have some TT fun - go around your house and find all 
the things that have the letter T in them - make a list using bullet points down 
the left hand side of your page. Can you use your Fred Fingers to spell them out? 

Make a TT course out of whatever you like - put some sounds or words that you 
have been working on at pitstops around your course. When you go past that stop 
- you have to shout the sound or word. You could even label your bikes with a key 
word or sound.  

Maths focus - This week we are continuing to look at fractions. Remember fractions means parts of the whole. We know that a half is where the whole is split into 2 equal 
parts. But what happens when we half the half? Work through the powerpoint to get some more ideas about halves and quarters.  
Make a sandwich or some toast with your grown up. Cut the bread in half, now get your half and cut that down the middle so you cut into half again. What do you notice? How 
many pieces of toast? You should have now made quarters. This is where you have 4 equal parts.  
Below is a recipe for play dough. Play with the dough and see what shapes you can make? Can you cut those shapes in half? Can you cut those shapes into quarters (4 equal 
parts?) You could also make pizzas. Can you do half and half toppings or put the toppings into quarters. When it is cooked, cut into half, cut into quarters. Discuss the idea 
that it is 2 equal parts and 4 equal parts. Attached is also a numicon cut and stick half and quarter activity.  

PLANT PARTS 

Now we know a fair bit about plants - let’s look a bit closer at them. We can look 
at parts of trees and parts of smaller plants too like flowers.  
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zpxnyrd/articles/z3wpsbk watch this 
clip and try the online quiz to test yourself on your plant knowledge.  
Attached is also a powerpoint with lots of information to learn about the 
parts of a plant - there is also an amazing plant picture activity. 

Please see below on how to create and label your plant collage.  

Ongoing ideas to support your 
year 1 child -  

Make a diary of your day to day life at 
home and draw a picture. (bring in 
once school is open again.)


Handwriting practice  - watch this 
youtube video with a paper and pencil 
to form letters correctly. 


https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=ePrSi2Vp0hM


Use phonics sound mats to practice 
letter sounds.


Counting forwards and backwards 
within 50. 


Practice counting in 2s 5s 10s 


Number formation - please see the 
attached powerpoint to help form 
numbers correctly. 


Follow White Rose Maths on 
Facebook - join Year 1 maths group. 
Each day there will be activities 
posted to facebook specifically for 
year 1. 


Follow Oxford Owls on Facebook and 
they post activities daily and their 
website is free at the moment for 
Ebooks - these are similar to the 
phonics books sent home. Search 
Read Write Inc E Books. 

Manx Madness - TT 
As we know unfortunately TT is cancelled this year due to 
Coronavirus. But it doesn’t mean we still shouldn’t do things 
to celebrate this iconic part of the Manx calendar.  
Can you: 
*Make a junk model motorbike? - how can you make the 
wheels? 
*Make the TT course outside - this can be an obstacle 
course for you or smaller for your motorbike models.  
* Can you design your own helmet? 
* Can you make a poster for when TT will be back?  
* Think of all the questions you have for a TT rider.  
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